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Abstract
Background: It has repeatedly been shown that interacting protein families tend to have similar
phylogenetic trees. These similarities can be used to predicting the mapping between two families
of interacting proteins (i.e. which proteins from one family interact with which members of the
other). The correct mapping will be that which maximizes the similarity between the trees. The
two families may eventually comprise orthologs and paralogs, if members of the two families are
present in more than one organism. This fact can be exploited to restrict the possible mappings,
simply by impeding links between proteins of different organisms. We present here an algorithm
to predict the mapping between families of interacting proteins which is able to incorporate
information regarding orthologues, or any other assignment of proteins to "classes" that may
restrict possible mappings.

Results: For the first time in methods for predicting mappings, we have tested this new approach
on a large number of interacting protein domains in order to statistically assess its performance.
The method accurately predicts around 80% in the most favourable cases. We also analysed in
detail the results of the method for a well defined case of interacting families, the sensor and kinase
components of the Ntr-type two-component system, for which up to 98% of the pairings predicted
by the method were correct.

Conclusion: Based on the well established relationship between tree similarity and interactions
we developed a method for predicting the mapping between two interacting families using genomic
information alone. The program is available through a web interface.

Background
The biological function of many proteins can only be
understood in the context of their relationships with oth-
ers. For this reason the biological knowledge represented

in the "interactome" (the set of protein interactions for a
given proteome) cannot be derived from the properties of
the isolated proteins. In recent years, efforts have
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attempted to decipher networks of protein interactions
using experimental and computational approaches [1].

One of computational techniques for predicting and stud-
ying protein interactions widely accepted by the commu-
nity is that based on the similarity of phylogenetic trees.
This arose from the initial qualitative observation of top-
ological similarities between the phylogenetic trees of a
number of interacting protein families [2-4]. Later these
observations were systematized and quantified, and the
use of tree-similarity based methods to separate interact-
ing and non-interacting families in large sets of proteins
was proposed [5,6]. This original mirrortree approach was
subsequently improved in different ways, for example by
introducing a correction for the background similarity cre-
ated by the underlying speciation events [7,8]. The
hypothesis that explains the relationship observed
between tree similarity and interaction states that physi-
cally or functionally interacting proteins are subject to
similar evolutionary pressure and forced to adapt to each
other, both factors resulting in similar evolutionary histo-
ries, which are in turn reflected in similar trees. Although
the co-adaptation hypothesis is still a matter of debate
[9,10], the relationship between tree similarity and pro-
tein interaction has repeatedly been demonstrated by dif-
ferent authors in different test sets.

Mirrortree and related approaches indirectly measure the
similarity of two phylogenetic trees by comparing the dis-
tance matrices obtained from the trees or from the multi-
ple sequence alignments. This has been demonstrated to
be a practical shortcut that avoids the complications asso-
ciated with the direct comparison of trees, a problem yet
to be fully resolved. To compare the distance matrices, a
"mapping" or correspondence between the leaves of both
trees has to be established in order to confront the appro-
priate elements of the matrices. Hence, having a common
underlying rationale, this mirrortree approach has two
main angles. In the first, the mapping between the
sequences of the two families is known (for example
implicit in the orthologous relationships when there is
only one sequence in each species). In this case, the simi-
larity of the trees according to this mapping is evaluated
in order to assess the possible interaction between these
two families of orthologues [5-7]. In the second, the inter-
action between the two families is known and the
expected high similarity between their trees is used as the
criteria to select the mapping (the pairings between the
members of both families). This approach, introduced by
Ramani & Marcotte [11] and followed by others [12-15],
explores different sets of relationships between two fami-
lies of interacting proteins (e.g. a family of ligands and
their corresponding receptors) on the basis that the cor-
rect mapping will be that which maximizes the similarity
between the trees. This situation is particularly common

in eukaryotic organisms where there are many cases of
large families of interacting paralogues for which only one
or a few pairs of interacting proteins have been experi-
mentally determined, and where the goal is to decipher
the entire set of interactions between the two families.

The way in which most of these methods explore different
mappings is by swapping pairs of columns in one of the
distance matrices. It is easy to see that swapping two col-
umns (and the corresponding rows) is equivalent to inter-
changing the mappings of two proteins (linking B to all
proteins previously linked to A and vice versa). The
exhaustive exploration of all possible mappings will
require n! calculations for a set of n elements, which soon
becomes unfeasible for large protein families. For this rea-
son, current methods use heuristic approaches (i.e. Monte
Carlo) to perform a "guided" non-exhaustive exploration
of the solution space. Due to their intrinsic heuristic
nature, these methods do not ensure the global best solu-
tion will be found, and they are easily trapped within local
sub-optimal solutions. To partially overcome this prob-
lem, these methods are run several times in the search for
a consensus between the different analyses, commencing
each execution from a different point in the solution
space. Some of the methods also make use of the fact that
the distance matrices have an underlying tree structure
behind them that imposes some restrictions on the possi-
ble mappings, thereby reducing the search space [15].

Another intuitive way of decreasing the number of map-
pings to be explored is by avoiding pairings between pro-
teins of incompatible "classes", for example between
proteins of different species in families that contain both
orthologues and paralogues. We have developed a new
Monte Carlo based method to predict the mapping
between two interacting protein families. This method
overcomes some of the limitations of previous
approaches by taking advantage of the information avail-
able on the species from which the trees are derived. Basi-
cally, the method does not allow pairings involving
proteins from different species, or "incompatible classes"
in general. This is different to applying the previous equiv-
alent approaches separately to each of the species (or
classes), since even if the mapping is restricted to intra-
organism pairings the information of the whole tree is
used to assess these mappings.

We evaluated the performance of this method on a large
set of interacting protein domains and a well described
case of co-evolving interacting families: the sensor kinases
and response regulators of the Ntr-type two component
system. This analysis proved to be more accurate than pre-
vious approaches. Additionally, the spectrum of variables
related to the number of proteins within the families, the
number of species in the alignments, the complexity of
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the trees, etc., could for the first time be explored to set the
boundaries of the expected accuracy and its dependence
on the characteristics of the data.

Results and Discussion
We first present the results for the large dataset of interact-
ing domains. This allows to obtain performance figures
based on a statistically large number of examples. Then,
we discuss in detail the results for the Ntr-type two-com-
ponent system.

Large-scale evaluation based on interacting protein 
domains
Figure 1 represents the accuracies obtained for the pre-
dicted mappings in relation to different characteristics of
these domains. Only the results for the distances based on
the percentage divergence (see Methods) are shown. The
other two measures of distance produced very similar
results (Additional file 1, Figure S1). The boxplots [16]
representing the lower quartile, upper quartile, median,
largest observation and outliers, show that the accuracy of
the predictions varies significantly in the set of domain
pairs and that it is highly dependent on the characteristics
of the corresponding families/alignments (see below).
The average accuracy for the whole dataset is 55.5%. For
56% of the cases the accuracy is higher than 50%, and for
27% the accuracy is higher than 75%. For the most popu-
lated classes (the widest bars in the boxplots) the accura-
cies were around 60–80%.

The relationship between accuracy (percentage of correct
pairings) and family size (number of proteins in the larg-
est family of the pair) shows that smaller families tend to
produce better results (Figure 1a). This makes sense since
the smaller the family the smaller the number of possible
mappings (size of the solution space) and hence, it is eas-
ier for the algorithm to find a good mapping. For most of
the proteins (most populated classes, between 45 and 100
members in the largest family) the accuracy values are
around 50–80%.

Figure 1b shows the dependence of the accuracy on the
size of the search space (NxM, N and M being the sizes of
the two families). As expected the accuracy decreases with
the size of the space of solutions, since it is more difficult
for the algorithm to find the right solution. Nevertheless,
this plot also shows that most pairs correspond to rela-
tively small search spaces (widest bars) and hence they
produce reasonable accuracy values, around 60%.

In terms of the relationship between the accuracy and the
average number of paralogues (sequences per organism),
the method performs better when there are fewer para-
logues for each organism (Figure 1c). As the number of
paralogues decreases, the size of the solution space also

decreased drastically, since only pairs between proteins
from the same organism were admitted.

The relationship between the accuracy and the number of
pairings between the two families, that is the percentage
of proteins that were involved in an interaction (repre-
sented as the percentage with respect to the number of
proteins in the smallest family) was assessed (Figure 1d).
It must be remembered that for the test set to remain as
close to the real situation as possible, we did not require
all the proteins to be paired. Indeed, the test set contains
pairs of domains with many members in the correspond-
ing families for which only a few were involved in interac-
tions. It can be seen that it is easier for the method to
succeed when more proteins are involved in interactions,
while the results are worse when a smaller fraction of pro-
teins were involved in interactions.

The dependence of the accuracy on the information con-
tent of the trees is shown in Figure 1e. It is clear that this
method works better as the trees contain more informa-
tion. Trees with low information content have a character-
istic "star-like" shape, meaning that all the distances
between leaves are very similar. This similarity of the dis-
tances makes ambiguous the matching with other trees,
since there are many equivalent possibilities producing
the same score. So, in general trees with high information
content are associated to better results. However, it can be
seen that trees with very low information content (low
entropy) also produce good results. This is an artefact due
to the fact that the entropy is not totally independent on
the number of sequences. Trees with few sequences tend
to produce low entropies and good results since the size of
the search space is smaller (Figure 1a, discussed above). If
we disregard this artefact it was clear that more informa-
tive trees produced better results.

The whole methodology is based on the fact that interact-
ing families show similar phylogenetic trees. Even if this is
true for most cases, it has been shown that the trees of
some particular interacting families are not correlated
[6,7]. In these cases, TAG_TSEMA, or any other method
based on tree-correlations, would not be expected to
work. To quantify this, we studied the relationship
between accuracy and tree similarity for both the real
mapping and for the best solution found by the heuristic
method (Figure 2). It can be seen that there is a clear rela-
tionship between both similarities and the accuracy,
although this relationship was higher for the similarity
obtained from the real mapping. Hence, the method
would be expected to work well for pairs of families with
a clear co-evolutionary behaviour, as represented by a
high similarity of their corresponding phylogenetic trees.
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Dependence of the accuracy on the characteristics of the input data for the large scale test set of protein domainsFigure 1
Dependence of the accuracy on the characteristics of the input data for the large scale test set of protein 
domains. The results are shown as boxplots [16]representing the lower quartile, upper quartile, median, largest observation 
and outliers for each of the classes.
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Trying to better evaluate the contribution of "tagging" to
the improvement of the results, we represent the relation-
ship between the accuracy, the average number of
sequences per tag (organism) and the number of organ-
isms. If tagging is improving the results, the highest accu-
racies should be in the region of large number of
organisms and low sequences/organism. This seems to be
the case (Additional file 1, Figure S3).

In order to compare the influence of all the different fac-
tors mentioned above on the performance of the method,
we performed a multiple regression in which the inde-
pendent variables were these factors and the dependent
variable was the accuracy. The corrected R2 of this multiple
regression is 0.504, indicating that the success (accuracy)
is clearly dependent on these factors. The coefficients of
the different factors in the regression indicate the extent to
which each of them contribute to the accuracy, and
whether this contribution is positive or negative (Figure
3). The most influential factor is the average number
sequences per organism, and the negative sign indicates
that it contributes negatively (as seen in Figure 1c). The
next factors in terms of their importance in determining

accuracy, are the score for the best solution found by the
algorithm and the fraction of proteins that have some
pairing. Apparently, the accuracy is relatively independent
on the information content of the trees, as reflected in the
coefficient close to 0. However, this is an artefact due to
the "U" shape of the boxplot representing the relationship
between the entropy and the accuracy discussed previ-
ously (Figure 1e). This shape brought the global best fit
line closer to the horizontal, which is indicative of no
dependence.

Ntr-type two-components system
To illustrate the predictive power of this method in a real-
life scenario, we tested the method with a well-studied
example of two interacting protein families: the sensor
kinases and transcriptional regulators of the Ntr-type two-
component system. Using these families, Ramani and
Marcotte successfully predicted 57% of the correct protein
pairs and up to 86% of the correct KO pairs [11]. Figure 4a
shows an overview of the mapping predicted by TAG-
TSEMA for these two families. Additionally, a figure show-
ing the whole mapping and a table with the list of pairings
within this mapping, indicating the correct ones are avail-

Dependence of the accuracy on the similarity of the treesFigure 2
Dependence of the accuracy on the similarity of the trees. The similarity between the trees of the two interacting fam-
ilies is quantified as the Pearson's correlation coefficient. Both the similarity of the trees according to the real mapping ("R the-
oretical", which may or may not be found by the heuristic method) and the similarity according to the best mapping found by 
the method ("R experimental") are represented. The accuracy is shown in a colour scale.
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able as supplementary material (Additional file 1, Figure
S2 and Table S2). The best mapping found comprises 205
pairings between the two families, 88% of which are cor-
rect according with the KO assignments. From the original
14 pairings described in the literature (see Methods), our
method correctly predicted 13 (93%). Nevertheless, there
are some cases where the KO assignments are possibly
incorrect. Analysing the detailed structures of the trees, it
was clear that some proteins were wrongly assigned to a
given KO by the automatic method used in KEGG (Figures
4b and 4c). For example, the proteins in the right tree of
Figure 4b (response regulators) assigned to the dark-blue
KO (KO2482) should in reality be assigned to the light-
blue KO (KO7708) note the positions of these dark-blue
proteins within the light-blue clade, their distances to
light-blue proteins, and the relative positions of the light-
blue and dark-blue KO in the trees of Figure 4a). Similarly,
another case of a possible wrong assignment is shown in
Figure 4c. When these potential errors in KO assignments
are manually corrected (see Table S2 for a complete list),
the accuracy rises to 98% (from the original 88%) and, in
fact, most of the wrong pairings (i.e. lines in Figures 4b
and 4c) were due to these incorrect KO assignments. Only
4 of the 205 pairs are still incorrect after this manual cor-
rection of KO assignments (Table S2). Even more, 1 of
these 4 wrong pairings could be explained by the fact that

it involves an organism for which only 1 protein is present
in each one of the trees, a situation whereby the automatic
method has no other choice than to link them.

For comparative purposes, we run this method using
RMSD as scoring function and obtained an accuracy of
86% pairs correctly predicted. Comparing with the corre-
sponding figures for Marcotte's published data (57%,
which also uses RMSD as distance measure), and this
method with Pearson/Student-t (93%), it looks like the
improvement comes from both, the usage of Pearson cor-
relation, and the "tagging", and that this last factor pro-
duces a significant increase in the accuracy. To further
asses the individual effect of the "tagging" in the accuracy,
we ran the pairs of trees for each organism separately. In
this case we used those organisms with at least three pro-
teins in both families (22 organisms). With this proce-
dure, we could retrieve 21 correctly assigned K0 pairings
out of 77 (27,3%), an accuracy which is quite low com-
pared to the results using tagging (see above). This shows
how predicting a mapping using tag restrictions is better
than running each one of the tags (organisms) separately
and joining the results afterwards. The reason could be
related to the inclusion of more information for discrimi-
nating mappings (inter-organism distances) while not
increasing the size of the search space (due to the tag

Coefficients of the multiple regressionFigure 3
Coefficients of the multiple regression. The coefficients of the variables for the multiple regression, representing the 
dependence between the accuracy and these parameters, are shown. The absolute value of these coefficients represents the 
relative importance of each of the parameters in determining the accuracy. Their sign represents whether they contribute pos-
itively or negatively to this accuracy.
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restrictions). Nevertheless, all these results should be
taken carefully since they are based on a single example
and a deeper analysis would be required to better dissoci-
ate the contribution of these factors.

Conclusion
In this work, we present a method for the prediction of the
mapping between two families of interacting proteins
based on the well-established relationship between simi-
larity of phylogenetic trees and protein interactions. The
method is able to incorporate information on the belong-

ing of proteins to classes in order to restrict the protein-
protein pairings according to these classes. The most gen-
eral class we can define is the organism that the proteins
belong to, in this way avoiding "heterologous" interac-
tions between proteins from different organisms. Many
other classes can also be defined, such as the cellular com-
partment, co-expression, etc. We show that these restric-
tions improve the performance of the method. It is
important to note that applying this method to an exam-
ple with N classes (i.e. N organisms) is different from
applying other similar approaches N times to N pairs of

Mapping between the sensor kinase and the response regulator families of the Ntr-type two-component systemFigure 4
Mapping between the sensor kinase and the response regulator families of the Ntr-type two-component sys-
tem. In the pairs of confronted trees, the tree on the left corresponds to the response regulators and the one on the right to 
the sensor kinases. The representations of the trees were generated with MEGA [21]. a) Schematic representation of the pre-
dicted pairings between KOs. Within each of the trees, the colour of the leaves corresponds to the 6 KO (12 in the two 
trees). The inter-tree lines represent the predicted KO pairings, derived from the individual pairings between proteins. These 
KO pairings are in full agreement with the KO-KO interactions based on the original 14 pairs of interacting proteins (see Mate-
rials and Methods). b and c) Detailed view of interactions #4 and #7 in panel a and the corresponding sub-trees. In these pan-
els, the inter-tree black lines represent the potentially incorrect protein pairings predicted by the method. In these two 
examples, it can be seen that all these potentially incorrect pairings are possibly due to wrong KO assignments (see Results). 
The two green lines represent correct pairings even though the KO assignments look incorrect. Figure S2 (supplementary 
material) shows all the pairs in the predicted mapping, and Table S2 contains the whole list of protein pairs within that mapping 
indicating whether they are correct or not.
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trees, each one containing only paralogues for a given
organisms. This fact, illustrated for the NtrC example, is
possibly related to the inclusion of more information for
distinguishing mappings (inter organism distances) while
keeping the search space relatively small due to the restric-
tions associated to the classes.

Moreover, for the first time we apply here a tree-similarity-
based method to predict pairings in a large set of interact-
ing domains, which allowed us to obtain statistically sig-
nificant figures regarding performance, and to asses their
dependence on the characteristics of the input data. Previ-
ous studies have only tested the methodology employed
on a very limited number of examples. Although this data-
set is "unrealistic" in the sense that it is composed of pro-
tein domains instead of complete proteins, we have tried
to keep the level difficulty as realistic as possible. For
example, unpaired domains were left in the alignments
that obviously makes it harder for the method to find the
right solution. It is important to note that in our experi-
ence, this is the only large-scale test set possible, since
there is little systematic information available on the
interaction between members of proteins families that
can be used to construct a large dataset of full-length pro-
teins. Indeed, this lack of information strengthens the
need for methods like that presented in this work. We
complemented this large-scale set with a more "real-life"
example that involves a well-described case of interacting
families. In this case the method produces substantially
better results than previous similar ones.

There are large families of interacting proteins for which
only one or a limited number of pairs of interacting pro-
teins have been experimentally determined (i.e. Ras/Ras
effectors, chemokines/chemokine receptors). In many of
these cases, which are highly significant in eukaryotic
organisms, the differential interaction of the members of
the two families is crucial to explain their biological roles.
It is expected that with the continuous stream of genomic
sequences, we will see more and more of these examples.
Thus, it is in this context that the automatic method pre-
sented here can provide clues about specific interactions,
complementing other computational and experimental
techniques in the search for the molecular basis of func-
tional specificity.

Methods
Description of the Algorithm
TAG-TSEMA uses a Monte Carlo algorithm to perform a
directed non-exhaustive exploration of the solution space
(possible mappings). Proteins can be "tagged" according
to their membership to classes, and pairings (interactions)
are permitted between proteins belonging to the same
class while inter-class pairings are forbidden. In this work,
we label each protein according to the organism it belongs

to, restricting the possible pairings to those involving pro-
teins from the same organism. It is important to note that
this restriction of the search space through the creation of
classes with external information permits many other pos-
sibilities, such as tissue-specific expression (disregarding
pairings between proteins from different tissues), sub-cel-
lular localization, temporal co-expression, etc. The
method can also deal with an additional class, called
undef, for proteins that were not associated to any given
class.

For the examples discussed here in which the classes cor-
respond to organisms, proteins with the same tag (within
each one of the trees) are paralogues. During the heuristic
search for an optimal solution, only pairs of proteins of
the same organism (or involving proteins with the undef
tag) are allowed. Apart from its obvious biological ration-
ale this restriction has two main advantages:

1) The computational complexity is reduced from n!
(where n is the number of members in the family) to Σni!
Where ni is the number of proteins within a given class,
being the sum-up done along the whole set of classes
(organisms). Given that the number of elements in the
distance matrix is the main constraint for the feasibility of
the calculation, by reducing the size of the search space
the approach proposed here can deal with larger protein
families.

2) By including paralogue/orthologue relationships, we
are reinforcing the protein interaction signal between
given protein pairs for each organism. This is because we
are adding more parallel links between sets of interacting
orthologues, while avoiding the increase in the complex-
ity of the problem due to artificial inter-species coupling.

The pseudo-code for TAG-TSEMA algorithm could be
summarized as follows:

1. Generate the phylogenetic trees for both families start-
ing from their multiple sequence alignments. Different
tree-construction methods have been used in this work for
the purpose of comparison.

2. Build the corresponding distance matrices, calculating
the distances by summing the lengths of the branches sep-
arating each pair of nodes in the trees.

3. Randomly shuffle one of the matrices to establish a set
of initial (tag-restricted) random mappings (1000 by
default). Each of these random mappings represents a dif-
ferent starting point in the solution space where the
Monte Carlo searches can start.

4. For each one of these initial random mappings.
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4.1. Calculate the starting correlation between the two dis-
tance matrices according to the mapping.

4.2. Randomly select a class (organism) and a protein
within this class in the second matrix to be swapped with
another feasible protein (undef or of the same class). The
rows and columns corresponding to these two proteins
are swapped.

4.3. Re-calculate the correlation between the distance
matrices according to the new mapping obtained after the
swap. If the correlation is better the change is accepted
and if not, the previous mapping is recovered (that before
row swapping).

4.4. Repeat a predefined number times from step 4.2 (1
million by default) and retain the best mapping found
(that with the highest correlation).

5. The overall best solution obtained for all the initial
mappings is recorded, together with the best solutions of
each of the mappings.

The "cooling temperature" parameter of the Monte Carlo
algorithm is set to 0.95.

The algorithm implemented in C includes the possibility
of confronting two families with a different number of
proteins, which is the situation for most real interacting
families, due to promiscuity, pseudogenes, etc. In the cur-
rent implementation of the algorithm it is also possible to
use three alternative scoring functions to assess the corre-
lation between the distance matrices and hence, the pro-
posed mappings: root mean square deviation (RMSD),
Pearson's linear correlation, and its corresponding Stu-
dent's t. However, in order to compare families of very dif-
ferent sizes, all the results in the forthcoming analysis are
based on the Student's t test. We used the value of the Stu-
dent's t itself, instead of the associated p-values.

As a measure of tree-complexity we use the Shannon
entropy of the distribution of tree distances, after binning
them in classes of the same width. Thus, the entropy of a
given tree is defined as:

Where the sum runs for all the distance bins (N = 15 in
this work), and pi is the fraction of distances within the ith

bin.

Test sets
We tested the method with a well-studied case of two
interacting protein families, allowing us to compare it

with other equivalent methods which used the same
example. Additionally, we also assessed the performance
of the method on a large dataset of interacting protein
domains which, despite being a little far from a real-world
application, has many of the characteristics of full-length
proteins. This large dataset allows us to obtain statistical
information regarding the performance of the method. It
would have been desirable to test the method with a large
dataset of whole-length proteins that contained a reason-
able amount of information on the interactions between
their members. However, such a dataset does not cur-
rently exist and, in fact, the lack of information on inter-
actions between family members that would be necessary
to build such a dataset highlights the importance of meth-
ods like that presented here.

Large scale dataset of interacting protein domains
We tested the new method on a large set of 604 protein
domains (forming 488 interacting pairs) for which the
right mapping is simply given by the presence of the two
domains in the same protein chain. Due to its large size,
this set allows a statistical assessment of the performance
of the method and its dependence on the characteristics of
the data.

We started by retrieving pairs of domains from Pfam [17]
that could be linked to different regions of the same Yeast
protein (i.e.: different regions of the same protein are aso-
ciated to the two domains). For example, if a Yeast protein
A matches two Pfam domains (X and Y), in its N-terminal
and C-terminal regions respectively, we would take X-Y as
a pair of interacting Pfam domains. For this pair of inter-
acting Pfam domains, the "real mapping" (set of links
between the actual sequences within these Pfam
domains) is given by the co-presence of these sequences in
the same protein chain. I.e. An homolog of protein A (A')
associated to the same domains X and Y, would define a
link (between the sequences of its N-terminal and C-ter-
minal parts). Protein A itself would also define another
link. All the links between X and Y constitute the "real
mapping", which is compared with the mapping pre-
dicted by the method for this particular pair X-Y.

In order to be sure about the uniqueness and quality of
the sequences, we used only eukaryotic proteins that have
an entry in SwissProt (hence removing those coming from
TREMBL). Then, we filtered out those low quality
sequences annotated as "fragment", "hypothetic" or
"putative" proteins. Finally, we removed those pairs of
domains with less than fifteen sequences mapped
between them. We also removed pairs of domains in
which any of the two members involved less than four
organisms with more than 3 sequences each, and the ones
with less than 50% of the proteins paired (with respect to
the family with the lowest number of sequences). This

H p pi i

i

N

= −
=
∑ ·log 2

1
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process yielded 488 interacting pairs of domains, com-
prising 604 individual domains.

It is important to note that this set represents an especially
tough test for the method, because not all the sequences
have to be paired for a given pair of domains. This is sim-
ilar to an extreme real case in which we have information
about the interaction between two proteins, but no clue
about the extension of their families. Therefore, our set is
full of cases with few domain-domain interactions that we
would expect to produce poor predictions using our
approach (poor co-evolutionary signals with a lot of
noise). We did not impose this or any other restrictions in
order for the cases to be as close to the real situation as
possible.

For each domain within this test set, we align its
sequences with MUSCLE [18]. In order to test the influ-
ence of different estimators of protein divergence, we gen-
erated three sets of phylogenetic trees using the
Neighbour Joining algorithm with three different evolu-
tionary distances: simple percentage of divergence with-
out including gaps (as implemented in ClustalW [19]:
(100-%id)/100, where %id is the percentage of identical
residues), Kimura's correction, and Scoredist (both as
implemented in Belvu, E. Sonnhammer, unpublished).
Given the large-scale nature of this test we were limited to
the Neighbour Joining algorithm for the generation of the
trees. However, we would expect that more accurate trees
will improve the results of our method.

Although the program can be run on any computer, its
application to this large set of examples requires a lot of
computer power. Hence, that test set was run on
MareNostrum (MN), one of the largest computers in the
world dedicated to science. For this specific task, approxi-
mately 730 hours of MN computer time were used to run
TAG-TSEMA for these 488 pairs of domains, distributed
over 32 processors, with an average of 10 minutes for each
pair. The execution of a single pair comprises 500 com-
plete runs of the entire Monte Carlo search consisting of a
million steps each.

For each one of the 488 pairs of domains in the test set,
the accuracy (percentage of correct pairings respect to the
real mapping-see above-) of the top-scoring solution was
calculated.

Ntr-type two-components system
We also tested the method with a more realistic case of
two interacting families of full-length proteins for which
enough information on the pairings between their mem-
bers is available. The interactions between the Sensor
kinases and the corresponding Response Regulator pro-
teins in the Ntr-type two-component system has been pre-

viously studied in by Ramani and Marcotte [11], and we
followed a similar strategy to construct this test set. We
retrieved the 14 documented interactions between indi-
vidual response regulator and kinases from KEGG [20].
According to the KEGG orthology assignments, both the
14 sensor kinases and the 14 response regulators are clas-
sified into 6 sets of KEGG's functional orthologues (KOs).
Hence, we established the corresponding KO-KO interac-
tions based on the original 14 protein-protein interac-
tions (Additional file 1, Table S1), a process that results in
7 KO-KO interactions. To build the entire families we
retrieved all the sequences present in KEGG for these 12
KOs (6 from each tree), and generated the MSAs and the
trees by using the approach previously described for the
protein domains dataset. By following this procedure we
obtained a tree comprised of 213 proteins for the sensor
kinase family and another with 286 proteins for the
response regulator family. We can evaluate the mapping
between these two trees predicted by TAG_TSEMA either
based on the original 14 documented interactions, or
through the KO-KO interactions extrapolated from them.

Availability and Requirements
The program TAG-TSEMA can be used through the follow-
ing web server: http://tagtsema.bioinfo.cnio.es. This
server combines the method described here with an inter-
active visualization and post-processing of the results as
described in [14]. In this server, the assignment of the pro-
teins to classes (organisms, subcellular localization, etc) is
indicated in the input files with the "_" symbol, using a
Swissprot-like nomenclature (i.e. "prot1_class1",
"prot2_class2", etc).
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